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I'm a tender  for Global 
Industr ies. I 'm current ly 
offshore right now on the Rem 
Commander conducting a 
subsea platform removal and 
well intervention.  I saw a copy 
of your mag on the boat and 
read through it. I'm interested in 
subscribing to the mag and 
heard from a friend that I 
should email you. Thanks for 
such a great mag that hits right 
at home since I pretty much live 
out here.
D Robledo

I just received my first 
copy of Offshore Diver and I 
love it. Finally a magazine 
written by divers, for divers. 
Great job, I'm looking forward 
to my next issue.
Hank Fannin - President
Encore Underwater Inc. 

It was 39 degrees last 
Tuesday, 80 degrees last 
Friday, Gail force winds and 
blistering rain today. Seattle is 
funny place. The water is still 
cold, but it's not as bad as it was 
2 months ago, during our 
welding classes. They say the 
worst of the cold is over, but 
"they" have been wrong for the 
past six months. The Salvage 
pics that I sent to you, were 
taken last Friday; by far the 
best day we've had in the past 6 
months. There was not a cloud 
in the sky and it hit 80. The very 
next day it was 45 and pouring 
rain. On another note, and I 
don't think I mentioned this 
when I sent the pictures, but 
"Offshore Diver" is beautiful 
thing. The website has kept me 
occupied for countless hours 
over the past year. It is greatly 

appreciated by just about 
everyone that I know here at 
school. Keep up the good work. 
Perhaps one day I'll have some 
stories to contribute.
S Skiles
Student
Diver's Institute of Technology

Dear Sirs;
I am interested in a 

subscription to the Offshore 
Magazine. I am a Welding 
Engineer and Commercial 
Diver (what an oxymoron), 
working for the H.C. Nutting 
Company, an engineering firm 
in Cincinnati, OH. I saw a copy 
of your magazine and I thought 
it was the greatest thing. 
Best regards;
Uwe W. Aschemeier
Sr. Welding Engineer
H.C. Nutting Company

Please add me to your 
subscribers. I've been in 
Commercial Diving since 1969. 
Currently, I'm the Diving 
Coordinator for Chevron in Bay 
Marchand with 3 dive teams 
working under my supervision.
J Joly

Free is the right price for 
your dumb magazine. I am a  
nitrox diver and I dive all over 
the world. I dive way deeper 
than you blue collar punks ever 
will. I can't believe you people 
actually think that the oil 
industry depends on you. 
Someday you will all work at 
Burger King in the drive thru 
watching electric cars go by all 
day.
JL Crosfeldt
Nitrox? We deco out on that shit. Real men 
breath heliox. URNIDIOT.
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Reminiscing: 1963, a Momentous Year in Oil Patch Diving
By Bob Christensen

ctually, “momentous” began in ANovember, 1962 with Dan Wilson's 
400 foot heliox demonstration dive. Things 
really took off, however, in December, when 
Dan and two abalone diving friends started 
General Offshore Divers and got their first 
contract for diving services off of the “CUSS 
1”, a floating exploratory drilling vessel. 
Gear was loaded aboard the “CUSS” on 
December 5th and the first dive was just 3 
days later on  December 8th 1962.

The CUSS 1 working off of Santa Barbara. Site of General Offshore Divers first 
contract. Photo courtesy of A. J. Field

The November dive was made, 
literally, on a shoestring. Dan had a second 
stage scuba regulator patched into his old 
“Yokohama” abalone helmet hoping to 
conserve gas as much as possible; he 
couldn't afford the considered alternative 
which was the Navy's Mark V recirculator 
helmet. He gathered together his best 
dress (I'm not sure that he had more than 
one), his weighted abalone diving boots, 
breast weights and enough hose for the 400 
foot attempt. Several cylinders of breathing 
gas in both 80/20 and 90/10 helium/oxygen

were ordered pre-mixed and a regulator was 
affixed directly onto the cylinders. There was 
no standby diver, no compressor, no 
decompression chamber, no regulator 
manifold and no other pieces of gear that 
shortly later would be considered essential to 
conduct a surface heliox dive.

Well, as we now know the dive was 
successful, but the behind the scene scramble 
was one for the books. Between the demo dive 
and the first job, several pieces of equipment 

had to be procured and/or 
built to make it possible to 
put a diver in the water on 
a  w o r k i n g  d i v e .  A 
decompression chamber 
w a s  a c q u i r e d  a n d  
outfitted, a manifold box 
was constructed and 
enough gear to outfit a 
standby diver had to be 
prepared. Plus, since 
Dan was the only diver to 
use gas and dive the 
d e m a n d  h a t ,  d i v e r  
training was undertaken 
giving the other two 
principals in this diving 
operation an introduction 
to both.

Fo r  t he  demo 
bounce dive, Dan used 
the standard Navy Partial 
P r e s s u r e  T a b l e s  
switching to pure oxygen 

at the 50 and 40 foot stops and taking all of his 
decompression in the water. However, Dan 
was very concerned about using oxygen in the 
water for the decompression times required 
after a lengthy working dive and he was also 
concerned about oxygen in the chamber. So 
prior to the soon to be upon them working 
dives, frantic decompression experimentation 
took place in the new chamber set up in Dan's 
old abalone processing shop on Gutierrez 
Street in Santa Barbara. The three partners 
tweaked the Navy tables by making a switch to 
air for most of the ascent and adding time to all 
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Back In The Day is Offshore Diver Magazine’s effort to record some diving history in the words of the 
Divers who were there. Bob Christensen is one of those guys, and in this issue he continues on from his 
last article. If you are interested in writing for the magazine contact brasshat@offshorediver.com or visit 

www.offshorediver.com and hit the Magazine link.

oxygen stops and making these stops also 
breathing air. The switch to air had the added 
advantage of relieving the diver from the 
penetrating cold of the heliox and the warm 
feeling flow of the incoming air was most 
welcome. Even though air decompression in 
the chamber added considerable chamber 
time this was acceptable and eliminated any 
possible problems brought on by using pure 
oxygen.

 These decompression experiments 
were a trial and error process using the Navy 
tables and extending in-water on air stop times 
until the subject decompressed without any 
sign of bends. Needless to say there were 
more than a few painful incidents experienced 
along the way, but problems were handled right 
on site and each incident brought about 
another adjustment to the procedure. Wilson 
made the claim that he was the first person to 
get the bends on Gutierrez Street in Santa 
Barbara, but most certainly there were two 
others right behind him. 

The first job for the newly formed 
General Offshore Divers was on the “CUSS 1” 
and was successful, but not without a 
potentially very serious incident. Dan, realizing 
the heat robbing effects of helium, thought that 
a double layer foam neoprene wetsuit worn 
under his Yokohama heavy gear dress might 
keep the helium away from the body and give 
him an edge in thermal protection. This was a 
serious mistake. The dive was in 233 feet of 
water and shortly after Dan hit bottom he was 
noticing the cold. By the time his 40 minute 
bottom time was up he was shaking with the 
cold and during his mandatory in-water 
decompression he became seriously 
hypothermic. Back on deck his tenders got him 
into the chamber in very quick time and back 
under pressure, but he continued to suffer from 
the cold during a slow warm up and a long 
decompression.

The task at hand for Dan's dive was to 
run out the locking studs that held the BOP 
stack onto the wellhead. He was able to run the 
studs out the requisite number of turns and the 
turns were counted and recorded by the 

surface crew. However, when a lift was put 
on the stack it would not come off of the 
wellhead. Meanwhile, Dan, yelling from the 
chamber, tried to tell the next diver to call off 
the dive, he did not want anyone else to 
experience what he had just gone through. 
The second man, whether he heard Dan or 
not, was already dressed in his abalone 
diving woolens with one of the tenders 
dressed in for standby. It should be noted 
here that the tender, while a capable 
abalone diver, had never been in heavy 
gear and certainly had not used the 
demand gas hat. The second diver 
proceeded to jump in to check out the 
situation and with a little additional backing 
out of the studs the BOP stack came free. 

1963 saw General Offshore Divers 
getting more and more work in the oil patch 
off of Santa Barbara using helium/oxygen in 
the 200/250 foot range.

During the first eight months of 1963 
they had logged many successful dives and 
had garnered a lion's share of the offshore 
market. Dan Wilson, always looking ahead, 
saw the work moving into ever deeper 
water and foresaw the time when surface 
diving would not be practical. He 
envisioned using an enclosed pressurized 
bell to transport divers to the work site in 
these deeper waters and to that end he 
needed a major cash infusion. In 
September 1963, Dan made a trip to 
Washington D.C. to confer with the folks at 
NEDU and while there he met Ed Link, the 
founder of the “Link Trainer”, and a man 
looking at the possibilities of working in the 
deep ocean. Unknown to Wilson at the 
time, Link had already initiated discussions 
with Union Carbide regarding forming an 
undersea company to explore the use of 
saturation diving for commercial purposes, 
and Wilson's timing could hardly have been 
better. Seeds had been planted but nothing 
was to come to fruition for about another 
year.

continued...
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WODECO-1, off of Santa Barbara. Another drill ship servicing the local oil patch. Photo courtesy of Chris Swann 

General Offshore Divers continued to 
ride a wave of success until early in 1964 when 
an improperly mixed batch of gas nearly cost 
some lives and could easily have put them out 
of business. Their standard practice had been 
to order gas mixed to their precise percentages 
from the supplier. They did not have a gas 
analyzer and relied on the labeled percentages 
to be accurate. Gas ordered for an upcoming 
series of dives was to be 18% oxygen, 82% 
helium.

Dan Wilson was on the bottom at 250 
feet and had been down for about 48 minutes 
when he had a fleeting feeling of unease and 
very quickly suffered a major convulsion and 
lapsed into unconsciousness. The alert 
standby diver immediately took command and 
told the tenders to slowly pull Wilson up to 150 
feet while he jumped in and ran down Wilson's 
hose and the down line to the stricken diver. 

While hanging on to Wilson and upon arrival at 
the first decompression stop he opened the 
intake and exhaust valves on Wilson's helmet 
and flushed the system of the helium mixture. 
Ten minutes into the second decompression 
stop, Wilson regained consciousness and a 
serious struggled ensued. Wilson was in a 
totally irrational state and possessed of an 
unusual and unexpected strength. Although 
the standby diver was very strong and tough as 
nails, Wilson managed to break free and climb 
the standby's hose to the surface. Waiting on 
the ladder was a gorilla of a deck hand who, 
when Wilson surfaced, put his head between 
Wilson's legs and with help from the surface 
crew got Wilson up the ladder in full gear and 
laid him out on the deck. Wilson lapsed into 
unconsciousness while the tenders stripped 
him of helmet and weights, put him into the 
chamber and pressed him down to 165 feet. He 
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didn't regain consciousness until arriving 
back at 50 feet, but remained in the chamber 
for approximately 18 hours to complete the 
treatment table. Amazingly, Wilson emerged 
from the chamber coherent and in apparent 
decent condition. Meanwhile the job was shut 
down pending an explanation of and solution 
to this near disastrous event and the 
following day Wilson sent an employee to Los 
Angeles to buy an oxygen analyzer.

Analysis of the gas showed that the 
mix contained 20.1% oxygen instead of the 
ordered and labeled 18%. The extra 2% was 
enough to cause this near fatal case of 
oxygen toxicity. Some of the gas purchased 
at the same time was on another rig and was 
also analyzed but apparently some of the 
bottles in the six pack were full from a 
previous fill and consequently were not filled 
with the higher O2 mix. Somehow the sample 
analyzed, most likely taken from one of the 
previously filled bottles, indicated the proper 
oxygen percentage. Two different mixes in 
the same bottle six pack became apparent 
just three days later. The first diver made his 

dive to a well head in 250 feet of water and 
completed his bottom time with no problem. 
The second diver descended to finish the job 
and had spent just a
few minutes at work on the bottom when he 
began to experience visual and mental 
disturbances and being very aware of 
Wilson's experience he told the tenders to 
pull him up and then proceeded to pass out. 
He regained consciousness at about 100 feet 
and continued his decompression with no 
further complications.

Regardless of these two serious 
incidents General Offshore Divers continued 
diving on a regular basis and maintained a 
dominant position in the local diving 
community. Needless to say they were very 
much more cautious about the gas mixes 
used and analyzed all gas with meticulous 
care.

Wilson had made a trip to Washington 
to NEDU in September 1963. It was on this 
trip that he had an extended meeting with Ed 
Link, the man in charge of the “Man in the 
Sea” project of May 1963, where they 
discussed future means and methods of 
working in the deep Ocean.

continued...

General Offshore Divers working from the Britt. Photo courtesy 
of Lad Handleman, one of the original partners in General Offshore Divers.
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deep ocean. Link had already initiated talks 
with Union Carbide to set up a company to 
commercialize on saturation diving. About one 
year after this initial meeting General Offshore 
Divers was bought up by Union Carbide and 
Ocean Systems was formed.

With Union Carbide at the helm and Ed 
Link's saturation capable chamber set up in the 
Linde Laboratory at Tonawanda, New York, 
tests got underway to refine helium/oxygen 
decompression and prepare tables for Ocean 
Systems use. Tests were made using two men 
in the chamber and doing simulated surface 
dives starting at 300 and 350 feet for working 
bottom times. Dive depths were increased 
incrementally until the final saturation dive to 
650 feet. These dives were very carefully 
monitored and decompression tables were 
formulated and adjusted until satisfactory 
results were achieved.

The standard protocol for these tests 
was to use one man from the laboratory and 
one volunteer from the commercial diving 
industry, typically a recruit from the ranks of 
Ocean Systems. The working diver's input was 
considered valuable as he would be familiar 
with diving procedures, chamber operation and   
many aspects of the tests. Test procedures 
closely followed those used offshore with rapid 
compression rates, 100 feet per minute, and 
normal working bottom times. The subjects in 
the chamber also carried out some manual 
dexterity, pulmonary functions and helium 
voice tests. Time was not wasted. Through the 
winter of 1964 and the first eight months of 
1965 I participated in several of these tests. 

Art Noble, technician with Linde Laboratory, and Bob 
Christensen in the Link chamber at the Linde Laboratory, 
Tonawanda, New York. Photo from collection of Bob Christensen
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all I knew. Well, the situation slowly 
improved, we began to take notice of 
our surroundings and attempts were 
made to actually conduct some tests. 
Voice communication was extremely 
difficult, small muscle control was 
shaky at best due to the HPNS, but 
the clarity of thought was good. 
During our two days at depth we ran 
pulmonary tests, dexterity tests, 
voice tests and God knows how 
many other tests which kept us busy 
and the surface crew reasonably 
happy. The two days passed and we 
c o m m e n c e d  a  v e r y  s l o w  
decompression. Six days later we 
emerged from the chamber and I for 
one was feeling completely wasted. 
So much for saturation diving. I 
thought there must be a better way to 
earn a living.

On the plus side; I received paid, 
although barely, room and board for the whole 
week and two airplane rides across the 
country.

– Bob Christensen

The final test for me was in August 1965 
with a saturation dive to 650 feet with a two day 
bottom time. Much was learned on this dive, 
not the least of which was my decision that 
saturation diving was not for me, at least not as 
it was carried out on this occasion. All 
preparations were made for the upcoming dive. 
The diver participants were given pre-dive 
physicals and thorough briefings on the 
procedures and what was expected 
to be accomplished during the dive.

The dive commenced with 
compression on air until the desired 
PPO2 was reached then continued 
at 100 feet per minute on pure helium 
to 650 feet. Chamber atmosphere 
was constantly monitored and O2 
was added as needed while a large 
scrubber kept the CO2 level in 
check.

W e  a r r i v e d  a t  d e p t h  
practically roasted from the heat 
buildup and thoroughly screwed up 
with HPNS. I felt terrible, was 
shaking like a leaf, and relayed to 
everybody listening that life was very 
cheap. My diving partner was 
probably in as bad shape as I, but he 
may as well not have been there for

Lad Handelman running the gas manifold for General Offshore Divers.
The other fellow in the picture is Dan Eden.
Photo courtesy of Lad Handleman, partner in General Offshore Divers.

Drill vessel SM-1. The SM-1 was working for Texaco with Treen's Diving 
Services gear aboard when she capsized and sank off Point Conception 
(CA.) during a storm. She sits upside down in about 100 feet of water. I had 
occasion to visit the SM-1 with Steve Barsky and a couple of sport diving 



Phoenix International Diver
S Anderson back on deck.
C Chandler photo from S Lowry.



The goal of this column is to answer the most frequently 
asked questions that are posed to Delise and Hall in our day to 
day consultations with commercial divers.  Many legal questions 
can be answered without the need of consulting an attorney; the 
great majority can, and should, be answered without hiring one. 
Send your legal inquiries and ideas for topics to explore in this 
column to me personally at bdelise@divelawyer.com or call me 
directly at 1-800-DIVER 55.

If you are in uptown New Orleans, a couple of blocks 
from Cooter Brown's, come by and say hello.---Bobby

Considerations is written by Bobby Delise
He can be reached at bdelise@divelawyer.com
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continued...

In no other vocational environment, with 
the possible exception professional sports, is 
physical and psychological fitness so critical to 
a working man or woman than in the 
commercial diving industry.  The physiological 
and vocational demands placed upon the 
undersea laborer require that the diver be 
physically fit, psychologically sound, and 
emotionally secure in navigating the harsh 
workplace of the undersea workplace.  In the 
undersea environment when things go wrong, 
they occur at a very rapid pace, usually in far off 
places and in a setting where only self 
sufficiency, preparedness and professionalism 
in the face of chaos serve to save the day. 

Poised to render aid and comfort at 
every milestone in a professional diver's career 
stands one person to help guide working diver 
along his way - the hyperbaric physician, also 
affectionately known as the “Diving Doc”.  
Employing cutting edge scientific research, 
passion for their science, and love for their 
unique patient pool, the hyperbaric medical 
health care provider succeeds in providing the 
industry with working divers certified “medically 
fit” and emotionally prepared to face the ever 
present perils of the sea.

The US commercial diver, especially 
those plying their skills in the GOM, find 
comfort in the knowing that they are very well 
served by the physicians who have devote their 
professional and personal lives to their health, 
welfare and well being.

The in ternat ional  profess ional  
organization dedicated to the study of and 
scientific research in the field of diving and 
hyperbaric medicine is the Undersea and 
Hyperbaric Medical Society. Located in 
Bethesda, Maryland, the UHMS has on its rolls 
over 2,500 members from 50 countries.  In 
addition to providing leadership and 
certification process the UHMS leads the world 

in providing scientific information “to protect 
the health of sport, military and commercial 
divers and to improve the scientific basis of 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy, promote sound 
treatment protocols”. 

The working GOM divers, their 
families and employers have at their 
disposal the world's preeminent hyperbaric 
medical staffs.  Within this select medical 
community three names surface time and 
time again as the tops in their field, namely, 
Keith Van Meter, MD,  of New Orleans,  
Caroline Fife, MD, of Houston and Joseph 
Serio, MD, of Lafayette.

Centered in New Orleans Dr. Van 
Meter, a clinical professor of medicine at 
LSU School of Medicine heads a 140 
physician group practice focusing the 
providence of emergency medicine.  
Twelve of these physicians are boarded in 
d iv ing and hyperbar ic  medic ine.    
Additionally, last year Dr. Van Meter's 
program had an additional five hyperbaric 
physicians in training under the fine 
direction of Paul Harch, MD.

In t imes of  extreme div ing 
emergencies – at an average of four times 
per year – Dr. Van Meter himself, or 
members of his team, mobilize to the 
worksite and lock in with the injured diver 
during recompression therapy.  Working 
hand in hand with Dr. Joseph Serio, Dr Van 
Meter and his staff additionally manage up 
to  three commercial diving accidents per 
week. Dr. Van Meter proudly acknowledges 
that “the collaboration clinically with Dr. 
Serio has been enriching over the last thirty 
four years”.

Most divers know Dr. Van Meter as 
“The Diver's Doctor”, and may first meet Dr. 
Van Meter as he arrives offshore when 
“everything is going to hell.”  Dr. Van Meter 
customarily enters the DDC and shares his 
comforting presence and his singular 
dedication to get the diver to the surface in a 
safe, calm and controlled manner.  A true 
legend in the GOM, Dr. Van Meter often 
makes harrowing rides to depth in the DDC 

The Diver’s Guardian Angels
By Bobby Delise



with the diver while utilizing improvised 
treatment tables of his own design when 
previous attempts of treatment have proved 
futile.  Calling upon his “Spock-like” gift for 
scientific reason, and by his own admission 
divine help and “just plain luck”, Dr. Van Meter 
and his staff succeed in bringing back the diver 
to safety and the comfort and love of their 
family back home.  When Dr. Van Meter or his 
staff make their appearance on site it's a good 
news/bad news scenario for the diver: bad 
news: the diver is a critical situation; good 
news: the diver has the finest medical staff at 
their disposal. 

In recognition of his efforts over the 
years it has been proposed to “canonize Dr. 
Van Meter”.  May the writer take journalistic 
license here and propose canonizing Dr. Van 
Meter as “Saint Keith of New Orleans, Patron 
Saint of Laborers of the Deep”. Without his care 
and comfort not only would the industry be at a 
loss but the list of diver obituaries would be 
beyond its already unacceptable number.

For over the last thirty years there are 
very few commercial divers in the GOM who do 
not know Dr. Joseph Serio.  From his former 
clinic located in Belle Chasse, and through 
today from his clinic in Lafayette, Dr. Serio has 
served to introduce literally thousands of the 
entry level tenders to the industry.  Going to 
see “Dr. Joe” is a yearly ritual for countless 
divers in the industry.  Unfortunately, Dr. Serio 
is also the last doctor many divers see as they 
exit the industry when occupational injures or 
the physical wear and tear deprives them of the 
physical standards mandated by the ADCI 
Consensus Standards. Dr. Serio is often the 
first physician called by a diving contractor.  He 
is always there for the diver, rendering care, 
comfort and advice, in good times and bad 
times and bad.

Dr. Caroline Fife practices in Houston 
where she serves as clinician at Hyperbaric 
and Lymphedema Wound Clinic, Memorial 
Herman Texas Hospital.  She also is the 
Director of Clinical Research at Hermann 
C e n t e r  f o r  E n v i r o n m e n t a l ,
Aerospace and Industrial Medicine and is an 
Associate Professor,  Department of 
Anesthesiology at The University of Texas 
Medical School at Houston. 

A past president of the Undersea and 
Hyperbaric Medical Society Dr. Fife is uniquely 
blessed with an innate personal sense of 
caring and a thorough gift of scientific instinct. 
Dr. Fife provides her patients with a special 
sense of confidence and comfort as they face 
difficult times in post injury care and treatment.  
As all of her patients attest Dr. Fife's display of 
medical knowledge and reassurance truly 
places the safety of her patient in the forefront.  
A medical consultant for NASA, Dr. Fife is 
universally seen as a highly regarded 
practitioner, professor and researcher having 
authored over seventy medical articles related 
to diving and hyperbaric treatment.  

The divers of the Gulf of Mexico are at 
peace knowing that there medical needs are 
covered by three of the best hyperbaric doctors 
in the world.  

In part, of the Oath of Hippocrates (the 
physicians oath) reads as follows:

“I will follow that system of regimen which, 
according to my ability and judgment, consider for the 
benefit of my patients, and abstain from whatever is 
deleterious and mischievous.

With purity and with holiness I will pass my life 
and practice my Art.”

Drs. Van Meter, Serio and Fife are not 
only loyal to their oath, they exceed it.  And for 
their good works and devotion to those they 
serve, all commercial divers should be 
appreciative… and thankful.

– Bobby

Author's Note:

Over the years I have been amazed at the 
care given to the commercial divers by Drs. 
Van Meter, Serio and Fife.  If there is ever an 
occasion where you or your loved one needs 
a Diving Doc, here are their numbers. 
Remember the maxim when it comes to 
managing bends cases:

Dr. Keith Van Meter (504) 349-6553
Dr. Joseph Serio (337) 233-4480
Dr. Caroline Fife (713) 704-4268

Considerations

"When in doubt, treat”
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When the sled is coming down, 
after the p/l is located, use a tag line or, if 
at all possible, a small tugger wire to keep 
the front of the sled aligned to the p/l. If 
you keep the crane boomed to the stern 
when lowering, the back of the sled will 
always follow. Keep yourself and your 
hose out from beneath the sled. And, of 
course, setting should always be done 
from the stern of the sled. 

I’ve had a pretty wild “outlaw" reputation 
on the beach, both in the U.S. and overseas, but 
offshore I've maintained a good safe relationship 
with the Divers and clients. Nineteen years and 
no lost time accidents on any of my jobs. But 
times have changed and so have I... No more 
John Waynes' left to deal with in the business. 

Since I'm construction experienced and 
"Diver friendly", I feel that being a company rep. 
is where I belong now. You can't take experience 
away from a person, but a person can change 
their attitude, life style, and way of thinking in 
order to obtain a better way to the top.

As for tricks, I've learned many from some 
of the most talented divers (Brown and Root). 
Those guys were some of the best of the best!!! 
The sled setting trick is one out of about 15,000 
more that I was very impressed with. For a 
couple years, myself and another Diver had the 
rough water settng record for O.P.I. - Offshore 
Pipelines International - 10'+ seas. Having good 
comms in your hat is a must.

– Doug

Jet Sled Setting
in Rough Seas

E Q U I P M E N T
LifeSaving

(985) 384-7414
(985) 384-7433

www.lifesavingequipment.com
lifesavingequipment@gmail.com

TEL

FAX

for Divers
105 Roderick Street

Morgan City,LA
70381

everything

Almost



Your deepest dive, in ink.
You want to tell me where you’ve been,

I’ll make you there - on a shirt.

It ain’t just shirts...
Numbered prints, for starters.

Contact us with your wants
and ideas.

email

internet
 

www.diveshirts.net

Santos_designs@yahoo.com

You can also find us on offshorediver.com
in the Chamber Bag section

Custom artwork by request

Dive school shirts

Project shirts

Company shirts

Special events

Core group shirts

Your shirts
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One mark of an experienced diver is knowing 
how to carry tools, burning rods and other work related 
gear in a manner that allows easy access without 
hindering his progress. Don't attach hand tools like 
wrenches and hammers to a long lanyard and let them 
dangle down to the deck. Not only will you look like a 
dork, they'll probably get tangled on the first thing you get 

near. Here's a method 
e x p e r i e n c e d  d i v e r s  
practice that will keep your 
tools close to your body 
when not needed and also 
allow you to use them 
w i t h o u t  c o m p l e t e l y  
detaching the tool from 
your harness: Using small 
line, ¼ inch is best, splice 
an eye on each end to 
make a lanyard that is just 
long enough that while 
attached to your harness it 
will allow you to extend 
your arm out and still use 
the tool (the length of your 
arm).  On one end of the 
lanyard attach a large 
double-ended snap hook. 
Attach the other end of the 
snap hook your harness 
D-Ring (a chest D-ring is 
preferable to a waist one). 
Snap your tool into the 
snaphook, and then 
attach the tool snaphook 
to the harness D-Ring. To 

use, simply detach the tool end leaving the other end still 
attached to your harness. If you drop the tool it won't fall 
into the abyss below. When you're done, snap the tool 
back into place on the D-ring where it will ride close 
against your harness, out of your way, and make you 
look like a pro. 

It's important to use a double-ended type snap 
here. That way you'll have the option to quickly detach 
the whole rig or just the tool from your harness. Get the 
medium sized ones. The small ones are hard to operate 
if you're wearing gloves. Keep the sand and grit out of the 
clip spring and lubricate them with a little WD-40 to keep 
the slide working smoothly.

Transporting burning and welding rods to the 
underwater job site seems to be a problem area for 
inexperienced divers. I can't count how many times I've 
seen divers stick a bundle of burning rods down into their 
rubber boots, jump into the water and lose every single 
rod before they make bottom. The same goes for sticking 
a bundle under your weight belt or dive harness.

More often then not you'll lose all or part of them 
on the way down or back up. Burning rods are 
expensive; losing a bundle is not the way to impress your 
supervisor or employer.

Working Diver
By Hank Fannin - Excerpt from a book in progress

Hank Fanin is the President of Encore 
Underwater, Inc.His book - Working Diver - is a 

primer on commercial diving.

If you want to make a good impression, plus 
make sure you hang onto those rods, fabricate 
yourself a cheap, (think free), but very sturdy and 
serviceable rod holder out of a section of lay flat 
hose. Either the blue plastic or canvas fire hose type 
works fine. Four inch diameter hose is the most 
common but 6 or 8 inch will hold a lot more rods.  I've 
made these many times, using only a piece of hose 
and some duct tape. Cut a section of hose about 12 
inches longer than the rods. Fold one end back 
about 6 inches (the bottom) and wrap it with duct 
tape. Use a knife or heavy duty scissors and cut the 
other end to form a flap that will fold down over the 
top to secure the rods from falling out. You can make 
two horizontal slits about one inch apart, fold the flap 
over and pass it through the slits to secure it. After 

that it's a simple matter 
to attach a snap hook 
to the top of the rod bag 
to secure it onto your 
h a r n e s s  o r  a  
messenger line. If you 
want an even fancier 
model, one you can 
proudly carry with you 
as part of your own 
personal gear, use 
heavy duty sail makers 
needle and thread to 
sew up the bottom and 
add an attachment 
loop at the top.

There are several 
other options available 
that will make suitable 
rod holders, most, if not 
all, can usually be 
found on board the 
boat, barge or platform 
you're working from. 
Some that come to 
mind  that I've either 
used or seen being 
used are: the blue, 
plastic type welding rod 

holders, thin walled sections of 4 or 6 inch diameter 
PVC pipe, canvas tool pouches, even small mesh 
bags double lined with plastic bags at the bottom. 
The point is to secure the rods so that you can get 
them to the work site and not to continue the old 
tradition of  dumping them onto the bottom of the 
GOM.
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This photo: R Boyer in dry habitat at 157 FSW, working out of 
Oceaneering’s Nautilus 10 man saturation system.

B Snelling photo from W Draper.
Top: ST-21 field at sunset. JS photo. 
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This photo: Oceaneering Diver Boyer again.
C Watson photo from W Draper.
Top: Phoenix International Diver S Anderson. 
S  Lowry photo.



Drill Quip tree installed by Tiburon Divers in 298 FSW. This photo: control 
umbilical with QD fitting panel. Top: the tree. Inserts: Diver D Dell and 
Tenders Trujillo and Evans in the chopper going to the beach. JS photos.



DIT salvage project April 2007
Student S Skiles
Skiles photo



Epic Tender Rebekah Feasel 
doing better then holding her 
own with the big boys.
Roat photo 2006

Paint by Lighthouse for the Blind
D Twinner photo

Aloha Baby
Diver Mark Vela’s 17

From M Vela



300 foot, 475 ton,
platform set  in
280 fsw off of
D/B Wotan
Rothrock photos 2006

Midnight Mess
Courtesy of Tiburon Diver E Schmidt

We are out here on Tiburon DSV  
Hammerhead at WD-102 cleaning up 

somebody else's doin’s. Apparently 
they hooked a 6" p/l that belongs to 

Newfield. Bent it up pretty good as you 
can tell by the picture. The p/l was 

about 2000' long. They caught it 
almost in the middle, pulled it up to the 

surface and 800' off location We 
inspected the p/l where the anchor 

hooked it and the anchor is still on the 
pipe. This is the pup piece that came 

off of the SSTI. The pipe actually broke 
just past the flange that connected to 

the check valve; the weld for the flange 
held, the pipe itself broke.

E Schmidt photo April 2007

Offshore Kriket
J Gazarek photo

R Lewin With His Catch
J Hunt photo from C Nay Dive Hats

Roat photo
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Joe Vidrine

A Diver’s Diver, Inventor and Manufacturer of Flange Skillets

Joe Vidrine
31 years in the water,

15 years full-time maker
of Flange Skillets. Countless

Divers can still count ten fingers,
thanks to Joe. ODM would like to thank 

Joe for his time and hospitality, which included a lot of whiskey 
and a damn good steak. This is part one of a two part interview.

This is a 12 inch, 600 
series, R57 Flange Skillet.
ODM photo 2007

Vidrine left home when 
he was fifteen. Hitchhiked to New 
Orleans and worked in Antoine's 

Restaurant. Lied about his age and joined the 
Marines. Marine Corp Sgt found out about it and threw 

Joe off the bus. Pissed him off enough that he joined the 
Navy instead...

Joe Vidrine:

...in 1958.  I was on a lot of different vessels. I was an 
engineman, you know, an engineer. So I went on a lot 
of different vessels.  They sent me to Guam in 1960. 

They transferred me to the little island of Guam. A 
hundred and 35 miles long by 35 miles wide. 2000 miles 
from anywhere so I couldn’t get in any trouble that way, 

you see. They assigned me to a dive boat with Navy 
Divers; they had four of them. They needed somebody 

to take care of the engine room. Man, I loved that.  
I’d go out with them and watch them scuba dive 

and all that stuff and, you know, the Desco 
mask and everything. Well, I said, Hell I 

can do that, and they said,
No, you can’t.

continued

f you have been diving since Ibefore 1992, you may have had 
the priviledge of diving alongside 
Joe Vidrine. Joe has been diving all 
over the world, first with the Navy 
and then commercially. Lots of 
company reps offshore are sure 
to remember Joe V, or 
Mean Joe Vidrine, 
or Seldom Seen 
Vidrine. 

his interview took place at Joe’s 
th Thouse on the 29 of April, 2007. 

We got started right away and were 
doing very well until it was noticed 
that the tape recorder wasn’t 
turned on. Seemed like a good time 

for a drink break - Joe was 
m i x i n g  t h e m  f o r  

a n y b o d y  t h a t  
wanted one.

  He’s a 
whiskey 

man.



Joe Vidrine Interview

JV  I went to diving school in Subic Bay in 
the Philippines from there. First diving school I 
went to. I think I graduated in '61, January or 
something like that, it's been a while. Then I 
went back to Guam and then a typhoon came 
along and sank everything in the harbor that 
was floating. Took three months to salvage that 
harbor.

ODM How soon after dive school, after you 
got back, did the typhoon hit?
JV About 3 or 4 months.

ODM So you're just getting into your groove 
and, bam, you get all this new work.
JV Oh yeah. What a day, what a day that 
was. Lot of work. And I had some good 
teachers. They had 3 ARS's over there. They 
must have had about 60 or 70 Divers diving 
around the clock.

ODM What's an ARS?
JV Auxiliary Rescue and Salvage vessel.

You salvage ships, you take and pull them of 
the beach, or if they're sunk, you would recover 
them. Used different methods to recover them. 
They had all the equipment. 214 feet long, 43 
feet across the beam, and we went around the 
world on that thing.

ODM What was the name of it?
JV USS Opportune. We started in 
Norfolk, Virginia and we picked up a tow in 
Rosythe, Scotland. That was '66. And we took it 
to Subic Bay in the Philippines. 10,800 miles.

ODM What was was your tow?
JV The tow was a lift craft. A lift 
vessel. A barge. You had ships that were sunk 
in Danang outside the harbor, that were 
blocking the harbor so they needed to shift 
them and they had no way to do it. No facility to 
do it over there.

ODM A heavy lift barge?
JV Yeah it was a barge, but it didn't 
have any cranes, or it had a few cranes, but all 
steam driven. Riveted barge. The US Navy had 
long leased it from the Royal navy.

ODM It must have been ancient.
JV It was all ancient. We wore out 
three chain bridles. Could only make 3 or 4 
knots. We went through the Suez Canal, 
through the North Sea, back through the
 Suez Canal, Philippines, all the way, you know, 

Diver Vidrine graduating Navy First Class Diver School
This photo and all others in this article come from Joe’s personal

collection unless otherwise noted.



We did a lot of scuba around 
Guam. We'd scuba up to 190 feet 
for :05 looking for sea shells.

Joe Vidrine Interview

all the way down to Subic Bay. [The barge was 
taken to Danang and left there.]

They used the holds to lift. On that, they 
would rig cable around the sunken vessel and 
then they would de-ballast and tighten up on 
the wires. They would ballast 
down the barge, you see, 
when they started, and the 
when the tide was coming up 
they start de-ballasting and 
along with the tide and the whole strength of 
that big barge would pick the wreck right up. 
You'd tow it out and blast the straps off of it and 
just leave it out in the deep water. 

ODM How about mud suction? You ever get
surprised by these things popping free?

JV Not really, cause actually I didn't 
participate in the salvage. It was mostly taking 
the tow over there, North Viet Nam, and I 
volunteered to stay over there. But they 
wouldn't let me; they wouldn't let me off the 
vessel. I was an E-6, first class engineman, first 
class Diver. I'd been to Washington DC since 
then, you know, first class diving school, six 
months. And so they wouldn't let me off there. 
So I couldn't stay and do that.

ODM That's too bad.
JV Yeah, I was heartbroken. I wanted to 
stay over there.

Sandra Chapman is Joe's girlfriend and 
assistant. She just returned to the room with a 
photo album.

SC Hey Joe…
JV Oh... Shit (Joe pauses, he looks at the 
album and smiles). Yeah, well, but anyway I 
guess I'm way ahead of myself. I went through 
diving school in 1960 or 61. I graduated in '61 I 
think, and that was second class diving school 
in Subic Bay. It was only a three week school 
and you were only qualified to about 130 feet, I 
think, at the time, when you were a second 
class Diver. Yeah, 130 I believe it was.

ODM And where'd you go from there?
JV Back to Guam. I stayed two and a half
 years on Guam.
ODM Doing all that salvage work...

JV Yeah, but then that regular work on the 
ships, too. And we'd scuba dive around the 
reef. That island is surrounded by beautiful 
reefs, you know. We'd go at night and look for 
shells. Collect shells, collect coral. Goof 

around. Look at some old 
ships. We found a couple of 
ships that wasn't even on the 
map that had sunk in the 
Second World War. I saw one 

on documentary the other day that they 
claimed they had found it but we had found that 
one out there first.

ODM You get a chance to examine any of
those wrecks you found?

JV Oh yeah. We'd go inside there in scuba 
gear. Not too safe. I was nineteen years old and 
it didn't bother me.

ODM Bullet proof.
JV Oh yeah, definitely.

ODM So after two and a half years on Guam 
as a second class Diver, then you went to 
Washington...
JV Washington DC.

ODM For first class diving school.
JV Yep, straight from the island, to the big 
city of Washington DC. 

ODM What a difference that must have been.
JV Culture Shock. And I went to that first 
class diving school over there, which is a very, 
very good school.

continued...



Joe Vidrine Interview

ODM What was it like for you?
JV That was a pretty tough school. They 
were tough on you. You had to make it or you 
were out. A lot of them didn't make it, you know, 
through that school. But I'd had all this 
experience already. Except for the mixed gas 
and the scholastic part, you know. The second 
class diving school doesn't teach you mixed 
gas diving. Strictly air.

ODM Strictly air. So you learn your gas when 
you get your first class ticket.

JV Yeah, at first class diving school they 
teach you how to mix. We'd mix our own helium 
and oxygen. We'd mix that on our own and then 
we'd roll them. [Roll the bottles to mix the gas] 
Not like all the fancy stuff they have today.

And we used a Mark V to dive any open 
sea dive. For eight years any open sea dive 
was a Mark V, the full rig. You didn't go down in 
the open sea with no scuba gear. Mark V. [Later 
on] I graduated from a Mark V to a Swindell.

Break here; a couple of friends of Joe's have 
turned up at his back door. Generous Joe takes 
the opportunity to mix more drinks. We move 
into Joe's office where there are several 
pictures on the wall of the things we've been 
talking about so far. There's also a black 
Swindell that has obviously spent a lot of time 
on bottom, and a band mask. Joe's bailout is 

sitting there too, harnessed and ready for the 
water. It's only about a decade and a half out of 
hydro.

ODM So you went from the Mark V to the 
Swindell. When did you get it?

JV 1968.

ODM And you carried it around until...
JV Until 1992. I took it to California, I took it 
to the North Sea, I took it everywhere. That's a 
good hand jetting hat, boy, you know. What I 
liked, you could jock it down because that's 
what I was used to, the Mark V, where you 
jocked it down. But of course if it gets 
unsnapped in back it's kind of hard to reach 
back there and re-snap it because it'd float up. 
It's happened a couple times.

[Regarding the band mask,] I used both 
of them. When they came out with this stuff 
[indicates the band mask] man, that was a 
piece of cake.  We'd use that for certain things, 
but to handjet it's not very good. You get your 
ears full of mud and everything else. You're 
better off in a helmet.

There's also a hand-made wooden ship's 
wheel, of which Joe says,

JV That's from a ship that I salvaged in 
Spain in 1967. It's from an Italian vessel, I 
believe, that was sunk alongside a pier. They 
[the Spanish Divers] rigged it up and when they 
tried to lift it up, their rigging didn't hold. Half the 
vessel was still on bottom. I told my Master 
Diver, I said, If I go down and it comes when I rig 
it, can I have the steering wheel? Hell yeah, he 
said, you can have the wheel. He didn't think it 
would come up. I went in the bilges underneath 
the engine frame. All full of grease, this is an old 
vessel, you know. And I rigged them 
underneath the engines. It was on the crane 
and [Joe points skyward and smiles].

ODM Up it come...
JV I was there with a pipe wrench.

Joe's Navy diving certificates are hanging 
alongside the pictures on the wall. The first 

Vidrine with his Swindell
ODM photo



Joe Vidrine Interview

continued...

class cert reads Maximum Depth attained on 
air: 285 feet and 320 for helium. 29 November 
1963. "Same year Kennedy got shot", says 
Joe.

JV My last duty station was in Spain on 
ARS 41. A nuclear submarine support vessel. 
We'd have up to four submarines on each side, 
Polaris submarines. These nuclear powered 
submarines, these Polaris submarines, they 
had 18 missiles capable of launching 
anywhere in the world underwater with a 2500 
mile range. We worked underneath them. We 
worked inside. We'd pull the gratings and go 
inside there, inside the [buoyancy saddle] 
tanks and change fittings and stuff in there and 
electronic parts. Did all kinds of stuff. We'd 
open the grating and then we'd leave our gear 
hanging inside and we'd take out masks off and 
breathe in there like a dry habitat while we 
worked.

ODM So it's about 1968 by now.
JV Yes, and I got discharged and went to 
Taylor Diving and Salvage and stayed with 
them 14 years. Signed on as a Diver/Tender. I'd 
been diving 8 years in the Navy and they still 
made me tend.

ODM How long did you tend at Taylor?
JV About two months. You know John 

Roat?

ODM Yeah, I know Roat.
JV Roat was my tender when he come out 
of the Navy. Ex-seal team. ARRGH! ARRGH! 
ARRGH! ARRGH!

ODM Sounds like Roat. Good hand?
 JV Good? Oh yeah, caught on quick-quick. 
He didn't tend very long, but he tended me at 
one time.

ODM What kind of work were you getting up to 
at Taylor in those years?

JV We were doing the same thing you're 
doing now. You're doing flange-ups, you setting 
risers, putting clamps on, hand-jetting down. 
Burning whatever you had to burn. There was 
quite a bit of big pipe. We laid some big pipe out 
there with Brown and Root. Taylor Diving was a 
subsidiary of Brown and Root and then 
Halliburton owned Brown and Root so our 
paychecks came from Halliburton. Insurance, 
everything, it was one big circle: Halliburton. 
Fourteen years I was with these people. So in 
twenty-four years I had two jobs - ten years 
Navy and fourteen years with Taylor. 'Til I got 
brave and went on my own with Cajun Diving.

My last ten years with Taylor, I did mostly 
saturation. Did a lot of surface diving, but my 
money the last ten years was mostly 
saturation.

ODM What's your deepest sat dive you done?
JV Eight-fifty. You come to the surface at 
four foot per hour, you know how that goes, 
takes you forever. About 33 feet from the 
surface, all of sudden something else comes 
up, press you right back down. It don't take long 
to press you back down.

SC Where'd you get the name Seldom 
Seen Vidrine?

JV Don Terry nicknamed me that. Don Terry 
was a personal friend of mine; we dove 
together in the North Sea and Gulf of Mexico. 
Eventually he ended up owning his own

The Gorski Hat

281-960-5091
www.gorskihat.com

Taylor Diving Sat System
Early 1970’s



Joe Vidrine Interview

company. He's owned several different 
companies; International Oilfield Divers [for 
one]. I think it was 1975 he started his own 
company.

He called me that because after 30 days 
in sat and 30 days standby, that was 60 days 
offshore; if they let me ashore they wouldn't find 
me for at least a week. They want to put you 
right back out there, man. Couldn't find me.

I spent six months in Kabinda in Africa in 
1968. We didn't go ashore maybe six times. 
You know, one night. You lived on these 
barges. Some of them we stayed on longer 
than that. Well after two or three months out 
there, it's time for a break.

ODM Sure.
JV That's what I thought, but the company 
didn't think so. And if you didn't obey them they 
wouldn't call you back. They'd let you wait until 
you were hungry. My average career with 
Taylor was seven to nine months per year 
offshore, average. Seven months was a bad 
year, nine months offshore you made a pretty 
good paycheck. But if you were not there you 
wouldn't make any money.

ODM Where all did you go for Taylor?
JV I spent around six years in the North 
Sea. They'd fly us back and forth. We'd stay 
over there, really. We'd get a train in London 
and go to Great Yarmouth and then catch a 
boat and go to these barges. Sat didn't start 
[there] until the 70's. It was '71 or '72 before 
they really started doing saturation. Before that 
it was surface air and surface gas up to 300 feet 
in the North Sea. They just come up with the hot 
water suits in '71.

ODM What were you guys doing for hot water 
before 1971?

JV They'd send us a hose down sometimes 
on decompression stops. They'd send us a 
hose down on our life-line air hose with a big 
shackle; send us a water hose from the 
surface. Warm water, we'd stick that under our 
jacket.

ODM When did hot water hoses begin getting 
married into the dive hoses?

JV Dick Long is the one that started that. He 
designed a zip up type suit. The same suit they 
probably using today, it looks like. We'd put it on 
like a big ole set of coveralls. You got that snap 
on [hose connection] and then you've got little 
tubes running up and down all your extremities 
with 1/4 inch holes punched in them. You can 
stay eight hours on the bottom without getting 
cold unless they mess up topside or the boiler 
messes up, then you go back to the bell 'cause 
you're not going to last long.

Anyway, we dove out of the Persian Gulf 
Area, out of Bahrain; we had a branch office 

Vidrine helped install the world’s first SPM in 1968.
In 1971 he also installed three more SPMs in the North Sea

during the early development of Echofist.



Joe Vidrine Interview

continued...

there. Branch office in Alaska, branch office in 
Great Yarmouth. Also we'd jump out of Holland 
a lot of times; Rotterdam. We had some of the 
best equipment in the world and some of the 
best teams in the world. Taylor Diving had the 
best equipment because they had Halliburton 
backing them up. The money wasn't a problem 
and we had some good teams. You know how 
dangerous it is if you don't have a good team. 
Somebody messes up on there and you're a 
gone goose. Wrong gas, or a fitting breaks in 
the wrong place...especially surface diving. 
You were safer in sat, unless something really 
drastic happens there. You can't get to the 
surface there, and you're dead too.

ODM Well, if it was easy girls would be doing 
it.  Although some do.

JV I knew two or three. There was one, I 
forgot her name. I never dove with her but I saw 
her in operations. She had a sea bag full of 
stuff. She was stronger than me, man. She 
could carry anything.

ODM So after Taylor, you went and started...
JV My own company. Cajun diving and 
Salvage.

ODM How'd that go?
JV Three years. Then broke. Belly up. But 
'83, '84, and '85 was the wrong time to open a 
business in the oil patch. So I refinanced 57 
acres, Grandpa's old homestead, and a 3200 
square foot house. Everything paid for except 
the house. Refinanced everything. Lasted 
another year with that cash flow; that's it. 
'Cause your insurance is so high. Your liability 
and your general liability, it goes on and on. And 
then your percent of payroll. Percent of payroll 
went from 31.39% to 67% overnight with no 
accidents. It was the insurance companies. For 
every hundred dollars you paid a hand, you had 
to give them sixty-seven dollars. That's just part 
of the insurance premium. You had to pay a lot 
up front first. It broke me. 

ODM How was the business going? What 
kind of diving were you doing?

JV We were doing the basic stuff, you 
know, shallow; just air packages. I worked for 
Aries Marine on those jack-up barges. Did a lot 
of jobs on those.

ODM How many hands did you have?
JV I had a list. However many I needed I 
tried to call. I had a list of them that I knew 
already that I could depend on.

The Dirty Half-Dozen SPM crew in 1968
Left to right: Jim Morris, Joe Vidrine, Dick Ramsen, Rick (last name unremembered), 
Bill Weatherill, Jim Walsh. Morris looked a lot like Vidrine in those days; Joe says one 
time a guy in New Orleans pulled a gun on him, thinking he was Morris. It took a 
barmaid to step in and say, no, no, that's Joe Vidrine, don't shoot!

Vidrine off Kabinda, Africa, 1968.
Standing next to him is a tug boat skipper.

The skipper later died of malaria and was buried at sea.



Joe Vidrine Interview

JV A lot of small companies folded around 
then. I was told by my financial advisor, just fold 
that company and you won't loose your 
property and your house. I said, I'm not quitting, 
I don't like to quit. As long as I had a dollar in 
assets, I was going to stay in business.

Then we opened another company, 
myself and a couple of other guys. In the river. 
And the inland diving, buddy, 
don't think that's not tough. 
Dive the Mississippi river 
and all them places inland, 
logistically it's very difficult. 
It's not like a barge. You can't 
just launch where you want, 
and then you have a lot of 
current. The darkness 
doesn't matter, but that 
Mississippi river, certain 
times of the year that 
sonofabitch's running pretty 
good. Strong current and a 
lot of stuff floating. When the 
headache ball won't reach 
the bottom, you know, you 
slide down the crane wire 
and tie yourself off and then 
the headache ball won't 
even stay down there, and 
then you supposed to work 
down there.

I worked out of the 
Scapa Flow in the Shetland 
Inlands north of Scotland. 
That was cold. The current 
over there was eight knots. 
We saturated, you know, so 
you go in at ten feet off 
bottom and you put on all the 
weight you can and you crawl to the pipe to put 
flanges together and shit. That was for Taylor.

Worked all over for Taylor. Worked in 
California. What a piece of cake. Man. We 
worked 12 hour shifts. They put us up in a motel 
room, had jacuzzis in the motel room. We could 
go eat anywhere we wanted and keep an 
expense account. We ate lobster and steak. 
Eight weeks. And they paid about triple, triple if 
not better. We had to join the union or they 
wouldn't let us dive. Brown and Root signed us 
up and paid for that.

This was out of Carpentaria, eight miles 
south of Santa Barbara. There's a dock and 
there's three big platforms out there. You don't 
see them on the post card, but they're out 
there. I think it was about 140 feet of water 
there, and it was cold. We laid some pipe and 
come up alongside there to install the riser. 
They had those clam shells that accumulated 

so much they was 16 foot 
deep on top of natural 
b o t t o m .  We  h a d  t o  
excavate all that. We made 
some big ole airlifts. 
Pushed a lot of air; they 
worked pretty good.

ODM So, coming back to 
where we were, Cajun 
Divers just gone belly up. 
What'd you do then?
JV Went to try to get a 
job freelancing, but there 
was hardly any jobs 
available anymore. I had all 
this experience, I was 42 
y e a r s  o l d .  I  k n e w  
s o m e b o d y  i n  e v e r y  
company in Louisiana. I'd 
go over there and say, man, 
I need a job. I'm starving, 
you know. Got a job with 
Gulf Coast Diving. I run that 
branch office in Bell Chase 
for maybe six months, but 
he went under too. 

ODM You ever dive a Superlite?
JV Yeah. The Superlite was good, but I still 
preferred my Swindell.

ODM Why was that?
JV Jock strap. I felt safer in it. I was 
strapped in, and man, I could get all the air I 
wanted. I was used to that.

ODM This was about when the Superlites first 
started hitting the market, right?

JV Yeah. The young ones liked it. But a lot 

We’ve Got Your
Safety In Hand

For any size - 2” to 42”
For any Series RTJ Flange Gasket

www.flangeskillets.com

The S-K Series
O-Ring Holder

U.S. Patent #4,522,536

The Consumable Diver-Held Safety Device
That Prevents Injury To Diver’s Hands

Flange Skillets
International

Fax: (337) 942-4639
email 

203 Daisy Lane, Opelousas, LA, 70570 USA
skillets@eatel.net

RTJ Type Flange
without “Skillet”

Diver holds O-ring in place, 
risking finger injury.

RTJ Type Flange
with “Skillet”

O-ring holder keeps fingers 
out of danger.

Call Joe Vidrine or Sandra Chapman
(337) 237-9778
(337) 236-8229

(337) 789-1680

Hey Safety Guy

Stop buying fingers



Joe Vidrine Interview

of them had Miller-lites, and then Rat Hats, and 
all that. They had all kinds of different hats. And 
Savoie; Savoie's hat was popular. I knew Joe 
Savoie pretty good. And Gary, you know, 
Gary's still around. I haven't seen him lately. 
That's Joe's brother. He's a character and a 
half.

ODM Mean Joe Vidrine - that's a nickname I 
have heard before. Where'd you get that one?

Silence. Joe's not saying a word. He's just 
making boxing movements.

More silence, now he's smiling, too.

ODM So you were a brawler.
JV Well, we all were. We'd go to the 
Naughty Knight in Gretna when we get back 
from offshore. We'd all go to the same place, 
about 15 or 20 of us. One of the guys took the 
Naughty Knight, you know, a whole knight in 
armor; he took it. Brought it back the next day.

ODM When was this?
JV Probably 69 or 70. We used to stick 
together like family. Whoever was in Taylor 
Diving's group anyway. If someone was 
offshore and their wife needed assistance, 
then you, whoever was in, would go help them. 
It didn't matter if their car was broken or they 
needed some help, didn't matter. We'd all go 
help each other.

ODM There's a lot of that still. 
JV Okay, good. Well, I'm glad to hear that.

This concludes part one of 
the Joe Vidrine interview. 

Part two will be in the next 
issue. Might even run to 

three parts. Lots of good 
stuff yet to come. 

Joe V.
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Remember your red hat days when 

more often than not you were told, "You don't 
know Jack Schitt?" Ever wonder what the 
hidden truth is behind this worn phrase?  
Welllllllll, thanks to my genealogy efforts, you 
can now respond to your supervisor in an 
intellectual way. 

Jack Schitt was the only son of Awe 
Schitt, the fertilizer magnate who was 
married to O. Schitt who owned Needeep N. 
Schitt, Inc. 

Jack grew up and married Noe Schitt 
and the deeply religious couple had six 
children: Holie Schitt, Giva Schitt, Fulla 
Schitt, Bull Schitt, and the twins Deep Schitt 
and Dip Schitt. 

Against her parent's wishes, Deep 
Schitt married Dumb Schitt, a high school 
dropout. Then after 15 years of marriage, 
Jack Schitt and Noe Schitt divorced. Noe 
Schitt later married Ted Sherlock. Since her 
children were living with them, she wanted to 
preserve her name so she became known as 
Noe Schitt Sherlock. 

Meanwhile, Dip Schitt married Loda 
Schitt and they produced a rather nervous 
son named Chicken Schitt. Two of the other 
six children, Fulla Schitt and Giva Schitt, 
were inseparable throughout childhood, and 
subsequently married the Happens brothers 
in a dual ceremony. The wedding 
announcement read "the Schitt-Happens 
nuptials". The Schitt-Happens children were 
Dawg, Byrd, and Horse. 

Bull Schitt, the prodigal son, left home 
to tour the world. He recently returned from 
Italy with his new bride, Pisa Schitt. 

Sooooo, the next time you screw up 
and receive the wailing and gnashing of teeth 
from your supervisor , you can reply:

"Holie Schitt, you're Fulla Schitt if you 
think I'm taking this Horse Schitt out here on 
this Dawg Schitt boat because this tool is a 
Pisa Schitt and you're too much of a Chicken 
Schitt to raise hell with the Dumb Schitt shop 
manager because you know he doesn't Giva 
Schitt and will just say Schitt Happens which 
leaves us out here Needeep N. Schitt.  And 
that's a Loda Schitt.”
Submitted by S Pfaff

Blenny Bait
I was offshore for S&J Diving 

Company in High Island block something or 
another in about 110 fsw. We had recently 
broken out a well liked tender and it was his 
turn in the water. We were performing a class 
3 inspection on a 6 legged platform.  We were 
grit blasting the nodes just before the eventful 
dive happened.

It was after sunset and the weather 
was perfect.  We were all happy about a good 
job going well with decent depth and great 
visibility.  I was on standby with Brad Carter 
supervising.  We had the Diver on bottom 
about to video some weld, we were ready to 
make progress, and things were good.

We were watching the video 
commenting on the corals when a 
bloodcurdling scream comes out of the dive 
radio at max volume along with an urgent 
message that went something like this:

Well by the time the first “up on Diver” 
comes out, I'm rushing out of the dive shack 
and bumping into a deck hand, yelled at him, 
“Get a first aid kit, get some help, and come to 
the back deck, NOW!”

I rush to the back deck and about this 
time the Diver is on deck and de-hatting.  I 
look him over real good expecting to see 
blood everywhere and body parts missing. 
He's out of breath, wild-eyed, and can only 
speak in short spurts.

“Oh God I thought I was going to die... 
there were millions of these tiny fish... they 
just kept pelting me hard like someone threw 
gravel real hard at me... I thought they were 
eating me”.

No blood, no limbs missing, not even a 
tear in the overalls.  Everybody out there on 
the deck expecting a major catastrophe was 
simply astonished. Our tough, macho, 
heavily muscled breakout Diver was reduced 
to a blithering bitch by a school of bait fish 
being chased by something.

We all had a good laugh which 
continued every time someone brought up

AAIIEEIIAA!! Up on the Diver, 
They're  eat ing me,  There 's  
thousands of them, up on Diver, up 
on Diver, I I I E E E A A A A I I I I I I  ! ! !



There I was, 300 feet on air...
ODM pays pays 10 cents per word upon publication.

Submit your version of events to brasshat@offshorediver.com
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the subject, which was pretty often 
considering the nickname - Blenny Bait - that
got attached to the diver who suffered the 
attack.  Two weeks later he went to work for 
Cal Dive. Wonder if they call him Blenny Bait, 
too. Reminds me of the time a trigger fish 
tried to eat my fingers.
Submitted by M Morris

Cowboy Days
In 1985 I was a 

consultant to SubSea 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  o n  a  
Western Oceanic UWILD.  
It was a 90’ for :30 no “D” 
dive.  It was about 4:00 
PM and the seas were 
running around 5 to 7 ft.  I 
took the stage down from 
the deck of a jack up.  
Popped down to 90 feet 
and began water blasting 
(20KPSI/10GPM) one of 
the legs for NDT (MT).  
The current was a little 
swift, maybe a knot.  I 
purchased myself and 
hose including the water 
blaster on one of the 
chords.  Vis was 0-2 feet.  
After a while, I kind of felt 
30 minutes was up.  Then 
the air ran out.

I asked Cecil if he 
was playing a joke.  He 
said, No, you have 200 
psi.  By then the hat was 
percolating and I wasn't 
asking Cecil no more.  I 
dropped the weights, 
popped the neck dam and 
then went for the quick 
release.  Couldn't find my 
quick release, so I pulled 
out my Navy KBar and 
thought I would cut the 
umbilical which I never did because I realized 
that wasn't an option.  I remember putting 
back in the scabbard thinking I might need it if 
I got fouled when and if I was going
to bail. I found the  quick release and started 

to kick like crazy for the surface.  I finally saw 
that greenish type salt water, popped up and 
yelled, Help! Help!  Took the neck dam off and 
chucked it.  I am not sure but I probably took a 
leak in my wetsuit because I was either cold 
or realized that I was alive. It took the rig one 

hour to get its Zodiac 
ready (there was a 
supply vessel pumping 
mud and tied off to the 
other legs; don't ask).  
They finally picked me 
up in 8-10 ft seas.  I 
r e m e m b e r e d  t h e  
Z o d i a c  w a s  h a l f  
inflated when they 
hauled my ass in.

Cause: Dive hose 
failed right at the fitting, 
Diver’s end.

Lessons Learned:
1. The dive sup should 
have told me to put the 
pneumo in my hat.
2. I should have put my 
pneumo in my hat.
3. I should have worn a 
bailout. (this was pre 
bailout era)
4. They should have 
jumped the standby 
diver.
5. I shouldn't have 
w r a p p e d  m y s e l f  
around the chord.
6. I  should have 
stopped the dive due 
to seas.
7. Bill the drilling 
contractor for your 
neck dam.

I jumped back in 
the water next day and 
I felt good.

Submitted by Lawrence Goldberg

In Morgan City, LA. for 20 years
www.jackvilas.com
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n “Ahight - Divers, you need to strip that tron stuff off 
where the riser been cut below the Plus Ten so this here 
CGF will go on. Shouldn’t take you too long. It's just 
rubber…”

o as long as there's been diving in the oilfield, Splashtron has been around Sfrom almost the start. It's used most often to protect risers where they pass 
through the air/water interface. Also seen occasionally on conductors and 
structural members, it does its job and does it well. You know this with sincerity if 
you have ever had to remove it. Just rubber, my ass.

Bill L Moore, inventor of Splashtron, outside his facility in Garden City, LA.
All photos in this article Offshore Diver Magazine 2007.

What exactly is Splashtron, and do the 
people that make it have any techniques for 
getting it off pipe quickly?

The quick answers are: A proprietary 
elastomer, and No. But they've been around 
the block with this stuff more than a few times 
and have a pretty good trick to pass on for 
taking it off by hand. Read on.

In the early 1950's, the various 
coatings and epoxies used offshore to protect 
steel in the splash zone were not holding up 
very well at all to the abrasive effects of 
waves laden with sand and shell fragments. It 
was pretty obvious to a man named Bill 
Moore that there was room for improvement 
and so he got to experimenting with various 
rubber compounds and methods for applying 
them. In 1954, Shell Oil and Placid Oil  
tested Moore's coating offshore and Bill 
Moore has been coating pipe ever since.

Any piece of steel anywhere in the 
world that's coated with Splashtron came 
through Moore's plant in Garden City, 
Louisiana. There are a few exceptions: 
Moore has tried licensing his coating process 
to a couple of different overseas outfits over 
the years, but they burned him every time so 
he said to hell with this, everything comes 
through here from now on. There are also 
some other coating companies kicking 
around trying to mix up something better than 
Splashtron but they must not be too good at it; 
Moore says sometimes his overseas 
customers will ship pipe to the USA just to 
have it coated and then have it shipped back 
to them. Our Billy-boy has got it sewn up 
because his coating is pract ical ly 
indestructible and once bonded to the pipe is 
practically un-removable. Good news for 
him; bad news for Divers. Actually, bad news 

for Tenders.
Some good news 

for dive crews: we're not the 
only hands to be tormented by 
Splashtron. I t  happens 
occasionally that engineers 
who spec out the coating for a 
job get it wrong (there's a 
surprise) and call the plant to 
change up their order when 
it's too late and the pipe is 
already coated. Moore says 
getting Splashtron off the pipe 
costs about three times as 
much as it does to put it on; 
most of the time it's cheaper 
to buy more pipe.
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be looking over there.” He also won't say how 
it's transformed from the base components in 
the drums to the nice uniform strip that wraps 
the pipe.

The fresh Splashtron on the pipe is 
warm and slightly tacky to the touch. Coming 
along several feet behind the applier is 
another hand with a smaller version of the 
spooling machine. He wraps a strip of nylon 
tape tightly around the Splashtron that's just 
been laid. If you know anything about how 
hoses are made, the process is similar. 
Figure the pipe as being a giant mandrel.

After the pipe is wrapped and taped it 
goes into an oven. This oven is 85 feet long. 
Originally the oven was 45 feet long, but 
Moore began getting orders for pieces bigger 
than that. He got another oven, cut the end of 
the one he had, and welded them together. 
How hot is the Oven? Trade secret. 

After the pipe has been cooked, it 
comes out of the oven, the nylon tape is 
removed, and you got your finished riser 
segment. Every riser you ever inspected 
went through all this just so you could tell your 
dive sup, Yep, Still good.

Moore smiles a lot and he's smiling 
when he says: “For some reason they usually 
just say go ahead and take it back off.”

Moore's company has tried a lot of 
different removal methods over the years. 
Like chaining the pipe down and using a fork 
lift to rip the Splashtron off a strip at a time, or 
getting two hands with pair of tongs and a 
razor knife to peel it off. They've even tried 
melting it off. Moore says that doesn't work 
too well and just makes one hell of a mess. 
The best way they found so far is to put the 
entire pipe on a lathe and machine it off. And 
that's only in the last couple of years. As for 
one man having to do it by himself, Moore 
says technique is everything.

But first, here’s how it goes on. Much 
of the process is a trade secret. Moore wasn't 
about to talk about all of it, but he took ODM 
through the plant and described in general 
terms what was going on.

Every piece they coat has first to be 
roughed up to establish an anchor profile for 
the coating to adhere to. Straight pipe and 
some risers ride a conveyor through a 
machine that does the work. Pipe with high 
radius bends and pieces too large for the 
machine are blasted by hand. This would 
include riser clamps (coating goes inside), 
large diameter pipe, and anything else that 
won't pass through the profiling tool. Moore's 
company has coated pipe in every O.D. from 
1” to 95 ½”. 

After roughing, the pipe goes onto a 
huge lathe where it slowly revolves while the 
guy doing the application hand lays a strip a 
few inches wide. The strip is square cut on 
one side and beveled on the other to let it 
each successive wrap lay up nice and snug 
against the last. This strip comes off a large 
spooling machine running on a track parallel 
to the lathe. Another operator controls the 
unspooling rate and rides the machine down 
the track while the applier works between it 
and the lathe. ODM wasn't allowed to 
photograph the spooling machine or even 
look at it real hard. Same with the Splashtron 
itself. Moore pointed to some big drums at 
one end of the shop and said, “It's just rubber, 
but its secret rubber; our own formula. Don't 

Blisters – don't puncture them. Splashtron has been 
seen to contain product at hundreds of PSI when a 
pipe wall has corroded through beneath it. That blister 
at the Plus Ten might be nothing or it might be 
pressured up and just waiting for some knucklehead 
to come along and stab it with his knife.

continued...



You’re going to need a box cutter and a pair of vice-grips. 
Take your box cutter and slice the coating lengthwise about every two inches to make 

long strips. Go all the way around the area to be cleaned. Make sure you cut it all the way 
through to the steel beneath. For smaller OD's, make the strip narrow enough that it does not 
have a whole lot of curve to it.

Take the vice-grips and grab a hold of the top end of one 
of the strips. You might need to use the box cutter to get the strip 
started enough to get at it with the vice-grips.

Once the strip is started, pull it away from the pipe with 
the vice-grips and use the box cutter to slice across where the 
backside of the Splashtron is still bonded to the pipe.

Pull and slice.
Pull and slice.
Pull and slice…
You can see where this is going.
“Just like skinning a fish,” says Moore.

You should end up with a strip of Splashtron about two 
inches wide and however long as the area you have to clean. 
Continue all the way around. You will probably need a grinder 
and a barnacle buster or a zeke when you're done pulling 
strips because there will almost certainly be quite a few little 
fragments still adhering to the pipe and they ain't gonna just 
jump off.

Many company reps are a little edgy about using a 
barnacle buster to prep pipe for an end connector because of 
the tiny dimples it leaves, and if you toe in a zeke pad too much 
it will very quickly cut deep enough to spoil the sealing surface, 
so you are on your own there. Putting a cup brush on that 
grinder is an effective way to get grid of the fragments but does 
not work as fast as the buster or the zeke.

Splashtron

Bill Moore’s best removal technique for a hand working alone:
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MAYBE...
Cavidyne’s 

Bubble Blaster 
would work well 

on splashtron.
Anybody gets a 

chance to try, 
give us a shout.
Meanwhile, you 
know any other 

good ways to 
remove 

splashtron, 
share ‘em out 
and we’ll print 

them in the next 
issue.

JOHN NAYLON - MICHAEL JAMES - JOE KLINE



If you haven't got a box cutter 
or something equally sharp, or if you 
do, but Shell owns the riser, here's a 
few other ways to get rid of 
Splashtron, GOM style:

Hacksaw
Run a grinder gently along both sides 
of the toothed edge of the blade until 
it's sharp like a knife but still has 
teeth. Cut strips of coating off the 
pipe in such a way that the hacksaw 
blade is pressed against the steel the 
whole time. This works pretty good, 
but you're going to go through a lot of 
hacksaw blades and you will still 
need to go ever the whole area to 
remove fragments when you're done 
hacksawing.

Paint Scraper
Need a maul, too. About a four 
pounder. Any heavier and you'll be 
hating life that much sooner. Make sure the paint 
scraper is sharp. Use it like a chisel and pound the hell 
out of it with the maul to take the coating off in chunks. 
Watch the pipe doesn't get dinged. This takes forever.

ODM would like to thank Moore and his 
employees for taking the time to talk to some 

guy that just dropped in one day with a bag full 
of questions. Real nice people, all.

Moore with his two longest serving hands. That’s Frank on the left; with 
Mark Tool for 31 years, and Norman on the right; 26 years. If you ever see 
a joint of pipe coated with Splashtron and at one end it says “Papoo” - it’s 
one of Norman’s.

Mark Tool and Rubber Company, Inc.
PO Box  261

Franklin, LA 70538

(800) 227-7394
(337) 828-4479
(337) 828-4517

Outside LA: 
Phone: 

Fax: 

www.marktool.com

Zeke Pad
Works, but slow. Difficult to tell when 
you’re through the Splashtron and into the 
steel. Be careful.  Almost certainly 
guaranteed to freak out your company 
man when he walks into the dive shack 
and sees steel shavings on the video.

Barnacle Buster, Cup Brush
Not worth crap until you're almost done by 
some other method.

Faith
You could also try wishing it off, but that 
has never worked yet. 

Riser clamps waiting to be lined with Splashtron. Splashtron can 
also be used for J-tube pulls. It’s a mix called Splashtron FM, 
which stands for Friction Modified. It protects the pipe as usual, but 
it's a little slicker to ease the pull through the J-tube. A Splashtron 
centralizer plug around the pipe at the end of the pull centers the 
riser in the bottom annulus. 

Splashtron
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Hardtail school - S Dyer photo
4 for 4

DMT Emerald Working for BP Houston, 
June 12, 2007:  Deep Marine Technology is 
pleased to announce our 292ft DMT Emerald 
new build vessel is on location at its first job, 
under contract to BP. The first vessel of her 
kind to enter into the Gulf of Mexico, the DP2 
vessel is equipped with:

100T Heave Compensated Multi-Purpose Tower
100T Knuckle Boom Crane

23 X 27 Moonpool
2 Triton® 150Hp Heavy Work Class ROVs

The DMT Emerald will offer expanded 
capabilities including the ability to perform:

Suction Pile & Subsea Tree Installation
Laying of Umbilicals

Well Intervention
Manifold  Installation

Deep Marine Technology, Inc. is an 
independent US company, offering cutting 
edge subsea technology and customized 
solutions.
www.deepmarinetech.com

Five Star Products & Rockwater 
Manufacturing to co-market Pile repair and 
rehabilitation products to Marine industry. 
Five Star Products, Inc. of Fairfield, 
Connecticut and Rockwater Manufacturing 
Corporation, of Freeport, New York recently 
announced the signing of a joint marketing 
agreement allowing the two companies to co-
market marine pile repair and rehabilitation 
systems to the underwater diving community.
Under the terms of an agreement signed by 
Five Star President David Babcock and 
Rockwater Manufacturing Corp. President 
Bart Cariello, the two companies will market a 
co-branded pile jacketing system and related 
products designed for underwater repairs of 
concrete, steel and wood piles. The 
companies have created a new brand logo 
and a national accounts sales force to 
actively market and pursue pile projects 

worldwide. The Rockwater Team has been 
developing and marketing integrated 
systems and products designed for the 
rehabilitation and stabilization of Marine 
Facilities and Underwater Structures for over 
25 years. Whether rehabilitating one pile or 
an entire structure. Rockwater is the only 
manufacturer that provides complete marine 
rehabilitation and stabilization systems. Five 
Star Products Inc. is a worldwide provider of 
high performance, versatile, non-shrink 
cement and epoxy based construction 
solutions for use in the industrial, 
infrastructure and marine markets. Five Star 
Products Inc. manufactures cementitious 
and epoxy grouts for the pile jacketing 
system.
www.fivestar-rockwater.com

Timmie T’s in Morgan City is open again. 
Has been since September. Lots of hands will 
remember last year when Timmie T 
disappeared. Timmie turned up murdered. A 
couple of people are in jail right now awaiting 
trial for the deed. If they are the ones, we can 
only hope they run into some old customers 
of Timmie’s in the slammer. Meanwhile 
Timmie, we miss you. Your bar’s open again, 
but it just ain’t the same without you pouring 
the booze.

There’s a New KMDSI Dealer in Texas that 
can sell hats, fix hats, and do your annual 
maintenance too. Turns out it’s a scuba shop 
and if you go to their website it’s pretty much a  
CanCun, Caymen Islands, and “Golly, that’s 
a pretty wetsuit” sort of place. But we all know 
how particular Bev Morgan is about who
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News items may be submitted by email to brasshat@offshorediver.com

touches his hats so maybe these folks can 
save you a drive out of state if you’re a Texas 
based Diver. This would be the only KMDSI 
dealer in Texas. They’re located near the 
Woodlands.
Go to: 26834 IH 45 North in Spring, TX 
Call: (281) 363-3764
 www.KickadyScuba.com

Tiburon Divers has opened a new 
equipment facility in Morgan City to serve as 
an annex to the existing facility in New Iberia. 
closer to the docks for even quicker 
response.
www.tiburondivers.com

Heavy Metal Divers announced that their 
Gladiator dive hat is going for testing at the 
Navy EDU.
www.heavymetaldivers.com

Unique System LLC is 
building another building not 
far from their first on Tool Drive 
in New Iberia. Room to 
continue growing. Unique 
rents deck equipment for work 
offshore, also designs and 
builds custom rack panels for 
diving, builds a fly-away HRC 
control van, and offers a 
complete rebuild and repair 
service for saturation controls. 
At right is the control panel 
from a HRC van they finished 
and shipped in early June. It’s the sixth one 

they have delivered so far. 
www.uniquegroup.com

Two sticks of butter 
1 cup flour 
1 #10 can of mixed veggies, drained
1 small can of mushrooms. 
Left over chicken - about 4 cups 
1 cup left over carrots 
1 cup left over peas 
4 left over baked potatoes 
Chicken soup base - about 2 tablespoons
3/4 gal. milk 
Salt and pepper 
1 can evaporated milk

Melt butter in big pot, add flour over medium 
heat till smooth. Take pot off the heat and add 
milk. Mix with wire whisk until it starts to get 
thick, then add soup base, mixed veggies, left 
over potatoes, and salt and pepper. Makes 
two big pie's.

Crust:
2 cup flour 
2/3 cup shortening 
1/3 cup ice water 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
Roll out on wax paper. Cover pan with crust, 
cut holes and bake at 350 till the top is golden 
brown.

Dale’s writing an offshore cookbook. Want to 
school your cook? Email  Wit t  at :  
radale_witt@yahoo.com.

Got a half-ass cook on your boat? Maybe 
this’ll help a little - here’s another recipe 
from Dale Witt. No idea what he calls this  
(some kind left-over potato vegetable pie 
thing; he didn’t say) but it sounds pretty good. 
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For Sale: New Gorski G2000SS With Extras

Hat has never been wet and includes the following:
New Bailout bottle

Harness with 2" cams and bands
New ScubaPro first stage

New Hat Bag, n
New Large size Turtle fins 

New Pelican Case model 1620
New  Extra Comms Set

New Extra bailout hose with qd and hat pig tail
New Extra Bailout gauge
New Marsh marine for hat

Asking price is $6300
Contact Curtis at 

or call me at (270) 836-5153

For Sale: 2 Superlite 17 Neck Rings
Both need neoprene.

e-mail 

For Sale: Superlite 17B
Last dove in 1996. Everything worked.

Also, bailout bottle, harness and semi-dry wetsuit.
Fits 6'2 200 lbs.

$5500 takes all or best offer.
If interested please contact Jason at 

or call (530) 549-3852

For Sale: Whites Commercial Pro Drysuit (7mm)
In excellent condition, never used.

Moved to warm water diving.
Will fit medium to medium large person.

Over-the-shoulder entry zipper system with 
protective flap. Si-Tech valves, all HD knee pads and 

rubber vulcanized work boots.
Left side tool pocket; reverse neck and wrist seals.

Bought at $1,600, selling $1,400.
Will also trade for a decent hat, or scuba 

package....willing to barter
Contact Roger at 

Cell 868.346.4381
Home 868.637.6619

Located in Trinidad, West Indies

For Sale: SL17-B
Brand new gelcoat, lexan, sideblock, bent tube,
regulator body, oral nasal, quad exhaust, pullpin,

hinge pin, hat bag and inspection.
Hasn't been dove since rebuid.

$5,500
Brian (409) 350-3109 

For Sale: Aquadyne
Hat in great condition with new neckdam.

AQUADYNE PIC
Some spares.$2300 Firm.

E-mail me if interested
 

diverwelder11@yahoo.com

heavymetaldivers@yahoo.com

JWBELLAVISTA@AOL.COM

rpdecomp@gmail.com

scleasby@sbcglobal.net

WANTED: Brass hinge for the toilet seat on a 17b
If you have one laying around, please call me at 

732-407-7713. Thanks, Terry

For Sale: Gorski
It was been in fresh water 4 times and salt twice.

It`s polished and has a thick head liner. 
$5.000 U.S . I will pay for shipping.

Greg West - Honolulu HI 808 478-1114

Wanted: Superlite 17A or B

Wanted: A couple of Superlites
Can be 17b-27 and 37.  

Please contact  and
use the contact form.  Thanks

For Sale: Brand New Gates Pro HD
Size Medium. All Black. 

Has not had the holes punched for the valves yet.
It has a Heavy Duty Zipper and Heavy Duty Boots.
The Gates Dryglove System is installed and comes 
with the Drygloves, Retainer Rubber Rings, Drysuit 

Whip, Swivel Inflate Valve,  Low Profile Exhaust 
Valve, Carry Bag, Instruction Manual, and Repair Kit.

Paid Over $2200US + taxes.
I'd like $1500US + actual shipping costs.

If you have any questions,
do not hesitate to drop me a line at

 
Mike 

For Sale: SL 47
Only one dive; in perfect shape

With tool kit
Call Justin at (206)948-9573

For Sale: SL 17K/37
Recently rebuilt and re-gel coated 

3 dives since rebuild 
Hat has brand new comms, new quad exhaust,

new chrome handle, side weight and rear weight, 
newer regulator cover and bent tube.

Also available:
Miller Weight belt #20, bailout bottle w/harness,

stand by harness, and first stage (recently rebuilt).
Also various spare parts. 

Would like to sell as total package. 
Asking $6500.00 (US) 
Serious inquiries only! 

email me at 

Wanted: Miller 300 or 400
Call Ray at 609-432-8721

Wanted: DESCO"Jack Brown" mask
Condition optional

Looking to remember old times
Willing to pay 100.00

abaralt@smittys.com

www.nacdiving.com

belowh_2_0@yahoo.ca

Dragonryder@tds.net

MarkVNavyDiver@aol.com

Kilroy is D Twiner, Veolia sat diving sup
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Classified ads are free for any individual in the commercial diving industry and $30 per issue for business 
enterprises. Submit your text and a single photo at least 600 pixels wide to brasshat@offshorediver.com.

 Your ad will run for as long as you need.

Wanted: Superlite Side Block
Eith or without Drysuit port

I also have lots of parts to trade
Call Eric 310-686-3893

Siebe Gorman For Sale
Contact by email - 

Wanted Superlite 17
Needed asap

Please call 805-680-9105.
Tom Roberts

Wanted: Complete sideblock for a SL 17b
Please contact me at:  contact 

page. Thanks, Terry Kristiansen.

Wanted: Air Hats
Interested in selling or trading a cast iron Snead 

shallow water helmet.
The type of helmets I am interested in are a Swindell, 

Miller 100, Desco pot, or older Aquadyne.

Looking for Kirby Morgans: 17, 27 or 37
Very serious about buying hats. Florida based.

Wanted: MkV or similar
email 

Wanted: Comex Xlite in any condition
Email  with price and photos

Seeking MK V helmet or similar
as collectable

Wanted: Superlite
I am looking for a reasonable priced hat.

It can be 17b or K 27 or 37. I need one pronto.
Call Terry at 732-407-7713, or send me a e-mail 

Thanks

Want to buy AH-3 to a resonable price

Wanted: SL 17, 27 or bandmask
Any condistion is ok

Im in Denmark – Europa
Please mail 

Regards Per Seegaard

Wanted SL 27 or 37 in good condition
Send pictures

email me at 

zilazila@net.hr

tomrobertsjr@gmail.com

www.nacdiving.com

email table4@charter.net

jason@searchinc.com

jimgillies@blueyonder.co.uk

deepcore7@aol.com

jimgillies@blueyonder.co.uk

terry@nacdiving.com

themattias@yahoo.se

seaservice@mail.dk

jmcj@bellsouth.net

Looking for used Full Face masks:
EXO-26, AGA, Ocean Reef

FOR SALE:
KMB-10 orange, US Divers on front face port retainer, 

KM Superflow purge - looks unused. 
KM1 black military, "Morse Boston" face port retainer, 

KMB US Divers purge - looks unused. 
DESCO Jack Browne vintage full face mask. 

Box of KM new & used parts
Reply to:  

Looking for a used Mark 17 or 27
Call Gary at 619-887-1158

Wanted: Superlite 17B
Good condition

Please send pictures to 

Wanted: Used SL/17A or B
In good condition, dive ready.

Any color will work.
If available e-mail me at  to talk 

about cash arrangements.

Wanted: Russian 3-bolt in usable condition
Will swap for new Viking Pro 1000 size 02.

mosdivecen@yahoo.com

JDLCPM@comcast.net

lea_d_s@bellsouth.net

acomdiver@hotmail.com

divers3@pacbell.net

Neck dams for all dive hats
Wet suit mods - pockets added

Zippers, knees and elbows replaced
Wet suits custom made to order

and some really funky looking hoods to keep 
your noggin warm in the can

Tiburon Divers, a leading 
provider of offshore diving 
services, is looking for a 
Project Estimator to work 
in our corporate office in the 

Woodlands, Texas.  The ideal candidate will possess 7+ 
years of offshore diving experience, excellent written and 
spoken communication skills, and knowledge of Microsoft 
Excel and Word.

For further information and to apply, please call 
(281) 465-8331 or email .  info@tiburondivers.com
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2" 3" 4" 6" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" 20" 24"
Quantity 4 4 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 20 20

Diameter 5/8 5/8 5/8 3/4 3/4 7/8 7/8 1 1 1 1/8 1 1/8 1 1/4

Length 5 1/2 6 6 6 1/4 6 1/2 7 7 7 1/2 7 3/4 8 1/4 8 1/2 9 1/4

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/16 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 5/8 1 13/16 1 13/16 2

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 16 20 20 24 24 24

Diameter 5/8 3/4 3/4 3/4 7/8 1 1 1/8 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/2

Length 6 6 3/4 7 7 1/2 8 8 3/4 9 1/4 9 1/2 10 10 1/4 10 3/4 12

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 13/16 1 13/16 2 2 2 2 3/8

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 16 20 20 24 24 24

Diameter 5/8 3/4 7/8 7/8 1 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 3/4

Length 6 1/4 7 7 1/2 8 8 3/4 9 1/2 10 10 1/4 10 3/4 11 11 3/4 13

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 13/16 2 2 2 3/16 2 3/16 2 3/8 2 3/4

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 20 20 20 20 24 24

Diameter 5/8 3/4 7/8 1 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 5/8 1 5/8 1 7/8

Length 6 1/4 7 7 3/4 8 3/4 9 3/4 10 1/2 10 3/4 11 1/4 12 12 3/4 13 1/2 15 1/4

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 13/16 2 2 2 3/16 2 3/8 2 9/16 2 9/16 2 15/16

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 20 20 20 20 20 20

Diameter 7/8 7/8 1 1/8 1 1/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 5/8 1 7/8 2 2 1/2

Length 7 3/4 7 3/4 8 3/4 9 1/2 10 3/4 11 1/4 12 13 13 1/2 15 1/4 16 19 3/4

Nut 1 7/16 1 7/16 1 13/16 1 13/16 2 3/16 2 3/16 2 3/16 2 3/8 2 9/16 2 15/16 3 1/8 3 7/8

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 16 16 16 16

Diameter 7/8 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 5/8 1 7/8 2 2 1/4 2 1/2 2 3/4 3 3 1/2

Length 7 3/4 9 9 3/4 12 1/4 13 3/4 15 1/2 17 1/4 18 3/4 20 1/2 22 1/2 24 1/4 27 1/2

Nut 1 7/16 1 5/8 2 2 3/16 2 9/16 2 15/16 3 1/8 3 1/2 3 7/8 4 1/4 4 5/8 5 3/8

Quantity 8 8 8 8 12 12 12

Diameter 1 1 1/4 1 1/2 2 2 2 1/2 2 3/4

Length 9 10 3/4 12 1/4 16 17 1/2 22 24

Nut 1 5/8 2 2 3/8 3 1/8 3 1/8 3 7/8 4 1/4
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ANSI Flange Stud and Nut Specification by Size & Series

Single Bend
1.  Obtain angles A & B
2.  Measure length  AB
3.  Calculate Angle C

C = 180 - (A + B)
4.  Convert A, B, & C to Radians

Ar = 3.14 / (180 x A)
Br = 3.14 / (180 x B)
Cr = 3.14 / (180 x C)

5.  Calculate leg lengths
 AC =  AB x SIN Br / SIN Cr
BC =  AB x SIN Ar / SIN Cr

Answers:  AC & BC are the distances from the existing flange faces to the working point (C). Angle C is 
the angle the elbow will have to make. Fabricators will have to subtract flange width and elbow radius 
from each leg length.

Double Bend - Continue from step 5 above
6.  Decide how long you want Leg AC1
7.  Decide what angle you want at C1
8.. Convert C1 to radians

C1r = 3.14 / (180 x C1)
9.  Calculate distance C to C1

CC1 = AC -  AC1
10.  Calculate angle C2

C2 = 360 - A - B - C1
11. Convert C2 to radians

C2r = 3.14 / (180 x C2)
12. Calculate distance C to C2

CC2 = CC1 / SIN C2r x SIN C1r
13. Calculate distance C1 to C2

C1C2 = CC1 / SIN C2r x SIN Cr
14. Calculate leg length BC2

 BC2 = BC - CC2
Answers: AC1 & BC2 are the leg lengths from the existing flange faces to working points C1 & C2. 
C1C2 is the distance between working points. Angles C1 & C2 are the angles the elbows will have to 
make. Fabricators will have to subtract flange width and elbow radius from AC1 & Bc2, and elbow 
radius from both ends of C1C2.

C1 C2

D

X

Z Bend - Start here
1.  Obtain angles A & D
2.  Measure length AD
3.  Decide how long you want Leg AB
4.  Decide what angle you want at B
5.  Convert A, B, and D to Radians

Ar = 3.14 / (180 x A)
Br = 3.14 / (180 x B)
Dr = 3.14 / 180 x D)

6.  Calculate angle C
C = A + B - D

7.  Convert C to radians
Cr = 3.14 / (180 x C)

8. Calculate length AX
AX = AB x SIN Br / SIN (Ar + Br)

9.  Calculate length BX
BX = AB x SIN Ar / SIN (Ar + Br)

10.  Calculate length DX
DX = AD - AX

11. Calculate length CX
CX = DX / SIN Cr x SIN Dr

12. Calculate length BC
BC = BX + CX

13. Calculate length CD
CD = DX / SIN Cr x SIN (Cr + Dr)

Answers: AB & CD are the leg lengths from the existing flange 
faces to working points B & C. BC is the distance between working 
points. Angles B & C are the angles the elbows will have to make. 
Fabricators will have to subtract flange width and elbow radius 
from AB & CD, and elbow radius from both ends of BC.

Pipeline Metrology:
This is the math for calculating spool piece size and angle if you don’t have software for it. Spool piece to be fabricated shown in red. Hard line measurement flange 

to flange, from top dead center of leading edges, shown in blue.  Angles A & B are read as offsets from 90 degrees if using jigs or are the measured angles between straight-line 
rope and line  AB if using rope and hand probes.



Weight of steel pipe
OD x Wall Thickness x Length x 10.8
Outside diameter & wall thickness in inches,
length in feet. Answer is weight in pounds.

Volume of a pipeline
Several steps are necessary.
In the procedure below, OD, WT, ID, RADIUS, and 
IDR2 are all in inches. LENGTH is in feet. FVFP, 
and FVP are in cubic feet.

1.  Measure outside diameter (OD) and wall
     thickness (WT).
2.  Multiply WT x 2 and subtract it from OD to
     get inside diameter (ID).
3.  Divide ID by 2 to get the radius of the
     internal diameter (RADIUS).
4.  Multiply RADIUS x RADIUS to get the
     square of the ID radius (IDR2).
5.  Add together the length of the pipeline + any
     risers + any spool pieces to get the total
     length (LENGTH).
6.  Multiply IDR2 x 3.14 and divide the answer
     by 144 to get the floodable volume per foot
     of pipe (FVFP).
7.  Multiply FVFP x LENGTH to get floodable
     volume in cubic feet of the entire pipeline
     (FVP). This is your answer.

Buoyancy of a pipeline
Volume  x 64 - Weight
Volume in cubic feet, weight in pounds.
Answer is lift in pounds.
For fresh water, use 62.4 instead of 64.

Temperature Conversion
Fahrenheit = (9/5 x C) + 32
Celsius = (F - 32) x 5/9
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Treatment Table 6
As per the US Navy Diver’s Handbook, revision September 1995. 

Descent rate is 25 ft/min.
Time at 60 feet begins on arrival at 60 feet.
If oxygen breathing must be interrupted because of CNS Oxygen Toxicity, allow 15 minutes

after the reaction has entirely subsided and resume schedule at point of interruption.
Table 6 can be lengthened up to two additional 25-minute periods at 60 feet (20 minutes on

O2 and 5 minutes on air), or up to 2 additional 75-minute periods at 30 feet (15 minutes on air
and 60 minutes on oxygen), or both.

Tender breathes 100% O2 during the last 30 min. at 30 fsw and during ascent to the surface
for an unmodified table or where there has been only a single extension at 30 or 60 feet. It there has been more than one extension the 
O2 breathing at 30 feet is increased to 60 min. If the tender has had a hyperbaric exposure within the past 12 hours an additional 60 min 
O2 period is taken at 30 feet.

Ascent rate - 1 ft/min. Do not compensate for slower ascent rate. Compensate for faster rates by halting the ascent.

Descent rate = 25 FT./Min
2.4 minutes to 60 feet

Ascent rate = 1 Ft./Min
30 minutes to surface

Total elapsed time: 285 minutes
(Not including descent time)

60 fsw

30 fsw

5 55 202020 30 15 60 3015 60

The Diver’s Reference is a continuing work.
It’s not meant as a go-to page for everything, but as a source of last resort

 for formulas and tables that’d be nice to have if they hadn’t been left out of the
 paperwork package by the office. Always interested to hear what you think ought to be in here.  This info 
is compiled from the best most reliable sources we can find, and Offshore Diver Magazine warrants it as 

correct to the best of our knowledge, but you use it at your own risk. Double check your results.
Business as usual.

Mike Belardi returning to the barge. Global job in Israel for Horizon.
T Reifsteck photo 2003
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Could be anything...

Spotted at a Panama City Beach restaraunt
called Jean Michaels.

ODM photo

Lucy the OI Gator
K Kendall photo

Safety first, Chevron Job!
M Carr photo 2007

Hog Heaven Bar in Lafayette, LA.
ODM photo

Lucy the OI Gator. she was interfering with an inspection job and had to be corralled 
for the duration. Dive crew released her when they were done. K Kendall picture





Delise and Hall
Attorneys at Law and Admiralty

Diver Michael Mahoney
Photo courtesy of the

Mahoney Family

Protecting you on the beach...

...because not all sharks swim in the sea!

Delise and Hall
New Orleans and Covington, LA

504-836-8000 
bdelise@divelawyer.com

The Diver’s Attorneys
Representing the Commercial Diver for over 25 years


